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The Administration has proved itself a champion fund-raiser, both in
raising the ransom money for the Cuban prisoners and paying off the Democratic
party deficit.

I believe the American people would be a lot

happiy_. i f they would

i..
i--III~Mfif. . .(J~R·I~D~&IJMI-~18'MMIIND¥1111....?~oq.-c get around to applying these talents to

the national budget.
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The worst reform of all is the so-called 5% floor proposal.
I have serious doubts that it will pass; even the majority onthe Ways and
Means Committee seems opposed.

*********
In case you don•t think the government is spending us into the

poorhouee, justlook at the new 5¢ stamp.

Even George Washington has lost

his shirt.

*******

The point is that this one proposal would bring in $2.3 billion.
If you cut that out of the package the

11

reform11 falls into shreds,.

1a OPe at tbe h1aa••t problfWS fasina tae Qaagtesa today.
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"THE BUDGET:

MYTHS OR REALITIES"

fA--~

~~~4.t..i;. .4/.

INTRODUCTION:

It

str~~ha~your

organization is the only one before

which I have ever spoken which could understandably favor bigger and bigger
government.

N'';"'t

1 have never known anyone else whoA Uket the idea of mountains

and mountains of paper work which is so coumon down in

Washington.

I don't favor big government; 1 want it as small, understandable,

~f!Z'7: 1'-"•t;tt..._ ,W.h.l ~
and personal as possible.

I=Jael it's fair to explain right off that 1 am

a Bep.,eUcaa ulth a conservative approach to domestic affairs.

This is

my

built-in bias, and while 1 will try not to let my comments get 122 political,
it is only fair to let you know

KENNEDY

my

point-of-view.

PROPOSED

Basic Elements of Economic Program

I.

Tax rate reductions over 3 years.

II.

Tax reforms

Ill. Appropriation requests which exceed revenue,
resulting in deficit of $11.9 billion
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Still,

almost all agree:

{

(1) cuts are needed.
4

J

(2) cuts will help economy

~

Prospects of a tax cut:

if

4

in a proper package

very good.
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u1ae eympathy for tt,

among both Democrats and Republicans
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II. •tAX REFORMS -
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Some which would lose revenue

Pv"fJ

PAIMIN'

(j)-~ew $30~ol;e~xe9mijp~t~~~~~~
2.

---

411.

below $5,000.

-~

Allow an added $300t~~edit for all
--~

Some which would gain revenue

~

Limit itemized deductions to tbeee items in excess of 5% of
adjusted gross income.

(!}

Estimated revenue gain

$2.3 billion yearly.

Eliminate the present $50 exemption on income from dividends
Gain $460 million.

from domestic corporations.

'
3.

Oil Depletion Allowance changes -

Gain $300 million.

Prospects on Reforms
It is the reforms, more than the cuts, which are bothersome.

Every single

one of the proposals is likely to make one group mad and others glad.
"equity" is another man's "loophole."

..

One man's

Why is a tax cut good? ·

-Not simply to produce a deficit,

w~h

it does

~

lfot to put more money in the hands of ei:\AezA

It is good because it litte the ciiling -on economic gi-O.th ,

air.== .....

that become;hopressive just at the time when the problems
of unemployment and and plant utilization are beginning

to be licked.
BTTT --

'Ihe tr011ble is that the idea or a tax reduction got off on
the wrong f'oot because it was tied to the unproven theory
that def'ici ts, as such, are a good thing.
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KENNEDY 1 s SPENDING PROPOSALS

These are estimates - each is subject to challenge, for if estimates are
wrong, deficit may be larger than expected, or smaller than expected.
Agriculture
Estimate cut spending by $1 billion below fiscal '63.
Last year

he estimated it would drop by

$~

billion, but instead it

rose by $l.billion.
Gold Return

t.;, ...,..e .s.

tJJ.

Estimate Ex-lm

Ban~will

bring in $650 million compared with input of

$225 million now.
~

this will occur when such great emphasis now being placed on
U.

s.

export activity.

HOUSING

Expect receipts of $437 million -

This is far more than we've had in

any of the last ten years, and no real justification to expect a
record year.

xe >~Neb v '.s
>'IENbiAJ ti ?ncJ ~~,f£.5

<£~CLUSI0..0

In Fiscal Year '62 estimated budget fell $3.5 billion below actual budget.
In Fiscal Year '63 estimated budget is $1.8 billion below actual speading.

He expected a $458 million surplus and wound up with more than $8 billion

defi~it.

It is reasonable to believe that in Fiscal Year '6fhis estimated budget
of $98.8 billion will turn out to be well over $180 billion.
Spending thus is planned to exceed revenues once again.

Taxes are

proposed to be cut, but much of the cut will be offset by revenue recaptured
through reforms.

But the plan calls for a

deficit this year
next year
on into the future at least to 1966

No prospect or specific plan for a surplus ever.
We are proving to the world that we cannot and will not pay
our debts here at

~~

home.~7:4.t..~r

Debt is glorified and

~~
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the proposed tax bill.

th~~ is ~;d~der

1believe it can, .ff~ue7:~ ~~:f:;r;hff.if!~:t:~·
deslifiid ViCh cunaat vat:hes re•••••ilsl:a ~·••• ~ahadns W. abut; is

uarealistic with Mr. Kenpedy in control

-

of

th• naCieG'I lawm•ktns p5ecesses.
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National financing can be fairly compared with highway building.

And

~e

taxpayer can be likened to a driver who is confronted with two choices:
Drive on

(1)

Toll Road

(2)

Free~ay

TOLL ROAD

a.

You always know where you are and how far you can afford to travel.

b.

When you run out of cash, you have to stop.

c.

When you pay a high toll you have a right to expect a fine road, well
landscaped, plenty of service stations, and so forth.

Too high a toll

will frighten away customers.
d.

If the toll rates drop you ean expect more traffic, and probably less
sertice.

FREEWAYS
A.

The cost is hidden from sight -- how many of you know the £2!1 to you
or the value to you of a drive on any given section of freeway?

b.

Because the costs are hidden, the drivers have a very hard job making
an intelligent decision on whether the money is well spent.

*****
- - - - - Don't mean to stretch this analogy too far, but:

The Kennedy tax program is like a highway.

It leads to new programs in

education, welfare, defense, employment, and all sorts of new speadtas
proposals.

(II)

••

The point is:

his program puts the taxpayer on the freeway approach to
expanded government, rather than the toll road.

On a freeway program, the taxpayer

1.

Has only a hazy idea of the cost, and therefore the value to !!!,!!,
of any given program.

2.

It's easier to fool people this way.

When the taxpayer is told "now we're going to cut your taxes,"
he has no right to expect that the government is going out and
landscape the highway.

(That's what Kennedy is doing - - lowering taxes and raising spending)
3.

Expects a free- ride all the time.

On a tool road program, the taxpayer
1.

Knows what the cost is and what he's getting for that amount.
Pay-as-you go highway bill with attached appropriation bill
versus
All-in-one education bill without companion appropriation bill

2.

A well thought-out and sensibly financed plan will attract
taxpayer support when people know the costs in advance.

3.

If he doesn't like it he will vote down the program - or he
turns out the sponsor of the idea.

4.

Builds confidence in the future for business, the backbone of America.

(111)

SUMMARY

We should take the toll road approach by:

reducing taxes
leads to
by

reducing tolls

stimulating spending

attracting more drivers

paring the budget

building good, solid roads

down to essentials

we can begin

new valuable programs

without frills,

•

build more readways to where we
want to go.

